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Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation [if general]
Postgraduate Programme in Evidence-Based Health Care

Brief note about nature of change: Addition of new Postgraduate Certificate to programme

Location of change
In Examination Regulations http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/mosbcie-basehealcare/

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2019
[And]
For first examination from 2019-20

Detail of change Text to be deleted struck through, new text underlined
After [1.14] insert VIII. Postgraduate Certificate in Teaching Evidence-Based Healthcare

After [1.42] insert VIII. *Postgraduate Certificate in Teaching Evidence-Based Healthcare*

- Submission of the required assessed work relating to modules xii), xxii) and xxiii). Each of the assessments shall be of not more than 4,000 words.

[1.47] …. Students on the Register shall enter …..for the award of the Postgraduate Diploma or the Postgraduate Certificate in Health Research or the Postgraduate Certificate in Teaching Evidence-Based Healthcare.]

After [1.79] insert

xxii) Developing Practice in Medical Education

xxiii) Course Design, Assessment and Evaluation

**Explanatory Notes**